To evaluate the performance of a cognitive and emotional test battery in a representative sample of depressed outpatients to inform likelihood of remission over 8 weeks of treatment with each of three common antidepressant medications. Patients and methods: Outpatients 18-65 years old with nonpsychotic major depressive disorder (17 sites) were randomized to escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR (extended release). Participants scored $12 on the baseline 16-item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology -Self-Report and completed 8 weeks of treatment. The baseline test battery measured cognitive and emotional status. Exploratory multivariate logistic regression models predicting remission (16-item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology -Self-Report score #5 at 8 weeks) were developed independently for each medication in subgroups stratified by age, sex, or cognitive and emotional test performance. The model with the highest crossvalidated accuracy determined the participant proportion in each arm for whom remission could be predicted with an accuracy $10% above chance. The proportion for whom a prediction could be made with very high certainty (positive predictive value and negative predictive value exceeding 80%) was calculated by incrementally increasing test battery thresholds to predict remission/non-remission. Results: The test battery, individually developed for each medication, improved identification of remitting and non-remitting participants by $10% beyond chance for 243 of 467 participants. The overall remission rates were escitalopram: 40.8%, sertraline: 30.3%, and venlafaxine-XR: 31.1%. Within this subset for whom prediction exceeded chance, test battery thresholds established a negative predictive value of $80%, which identified 40.9% of participants not remitting on escitalopram, 77.1% of participants not remitting on sertraline, and 38.7% of participants not remitting on venlafaxine-XR (all including 20% false negatives).
Introduction
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a disabling, life shortening, and costly disorder that affects over 15% of the population. 1 In terms of burden of disease, depression is the third most disabling medical condition worldwide, and is projected to be the first in developed nations by 2030. 2, 3 Antidepressant medications are commonly used to treat depression. Remission is the goal of treatment, 4 yet less than 50% of patients achieve remission with their initial treatment. [5] [6] [7] Presently, selecting the best treatment for depressed patients rests on a trial If one could better predict whether a particular treatment is quite likely or quite unlikely to work for a particular patient, substantial savings in time, effort, cost, and patient suffering would follow. 15, 16 While several reports have begun to suggest that pretreatment tests could inform the selection of treatment, 17, 18 none have yet entered clinical care. [19] [20] [21] Cognitive and emotional tests are particularly well suited for use in the selection of treatment as these are scalable and guidance could be provided instantly at the point of care.
This report evaluated the performance of a well established 22 and validated cognitive and emotional test battery [23] [24] [25] in a representative group of depressed outpatients as part of the International Study to Predict Optimized Treatment in Depression (iSPOT-D) trial 26 to address several questions. The primary question was: can this test battery identify a meaningful proportion of these patients that exceeds chance prediction (defined as a 50-50 likelihood of remission) by at least 10% in depressed patients who are treated for 8 weeks with escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR (extended release). To further explore the performance of the test battery, our secondary question was whether the test battery could identify a meaningful proportion of patients who, with substantial certainty (at least 80%), will either achieve or not achieve remission with 8 weeks of escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR? This report serves to put forth preliminary hypotheses that are to be evaluated in an independent sample of depressed patients. 26 
Methods Overview
Details of the iSPOT-D study design and procedures have been reported elsewhere. 26 In short, in this multiple-phase, multi-site trial, outpatients with nonpsychotic MDD were randomly assigned to one of three antidepressants: escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR. Participants in this report were recruited from 17 sites (in five countries) consisting of eight academic sites (four with outpatient psychiatry services, three with outpatient psychology services, and one with combined psychiatry and primary care services) and nine private sites (four psychology/primary care, four psychology, and one psychiatry services).
This report entails a preliminary evaluation of a pretreatment test battery in participants randomized to 8 weeks of treatment with one of these three medications to determine whether the test battery will identify individual depressed patients in each treatment group who will or will not remit in this time period.
study participants
The study was approved by Institutional or Ethic Review Boards. Compliance with International Conference on Harmonization and Good Clinical Practice principles, the US Food and Drug Administration Code of Federal Regulations, and country-specific guidelines were implemented. Participants (N=1,008), all of whom provided written informed consent, were adults (18-65 years old) with a current diagnosis of single-episode or recurrent, nonpsychotic, MDD. Table S1 further details the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview was used to establish Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV diagnoses. The full iSPOT study 25 required a 17-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD 17 ) score $16 at entry. All enrollees were either antidepressant-naïve or had undergone a washout period of at least five half-lives of a previously prescribed antidepressant. All participants were aware of the medication that they were taking.
Because this report aimed to develop an algorithm that could predict remission after 8 full weeks of antidepressant treatment for a meaningful proportion of depressed patients, and because the primary outcome was remission defined by the 16-item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms -SelfRated (QIDS-SR 16 ) at 8 weeks, this particular report focused exclusively on participants who completed all 8 weeks and who entered the study with a QIDS-SR 16 score $12 (equivalent to an HRSD 17 score $16 [www.ids-qids.org]) and who had completed at least 50% of the cognitive and emotional test battery. The focus on completers will introduce bias into the analytic sample. However, the alternative, the use of imputation, suffers from unreliability in declaring remission with certainty for each participant. Since this initial report was designed to generate hypotheses that would later be tested in a replication sample, we chose to focus only on the per protocol patients who completed 8 weeks. In this context, current results do not establish the performance of the 
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Test battery to predict remission in depressed outpatients algorithm in actual practice. From the initial starting sample of 336 patients in each treatment arm, 157, 175, and 135 per protocol patients who completed the study were analyzed for escitalopram, sertraline, and venlafaxine-XR, respectively.
We also performed the same cognitive and emotional test battery on 336 age-, sex-and education-matched healthy controls at baseline and 8 weeks. 25 
Test battery
The cognitive assessment battery included eight general cognition tasks and one emotional cognition task (Table 1) . These nine tests yield 18 measures of cognitive performance. For further details of the cognitive assessment tasks and construct validity see Gordon et al, 22 Paul et al 23, 24 and Williams et al 25 .
statistical analyses
We first developed classification models to predict remission for each treatment arm to identify the proportion of depressed outpatients for whom the cognitive and emotional function test battery could provide predictions of remission with performance exceeding chance. Due to the heterogeneity of MDD, 27 we assumed that one test would not apply to all MDD patients. Therefore, exploratory multivariate logistic regression models to predict remission were developed in the entire sample and separately for subgroups of participants stratified by age, sex, symptom severity, and nine different metrics of cognitive and emotional performance. The median value of each measure (aside from sex) was used to stratify the participants, resulting in two groups for each measure. Age, sex, baseline depression severity (assessed by QIDS-SR 16 ), three tests from the cognitive and emotion battery (verbal interference reaction time, number of errors on the maze task, and go/no-go reaction time), and six different summary metrics of the cognitive and emotion test battery were used to stratify the sample, resulting in 12 different stratification metrics. The cognitive and emotion tests and summary metrics were used because each was observed to have a kappa .0.5 in the iSPOT-D healthy control sample (n=336, with 8 weeks between tests). The summary metrics used to stratify the sample were not used as predictors in the multivariate analysis because the multivariate analysis seeks to, by definition, combine many different tests in an optimal way to predict a dependent variable. Overall, we evaluated 12 different methods of stratifying the participants, resulting in a total of 24 different participant subgroups.
Logistic regression methods were chosen because they are simple, more transparent than black box algorithms, and perform well in many applications of binary predictions. Logistic regression has performed well in real world comparisons of data mining methods using neuropsychological testing. 28 Due to the exploratory nature of this analysis, the accuracy statistics (accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values [PPV] , and negative predictive values [NPV]) were reported for all available data and were cross-validated.
For each analysis, the following steps were followed for model development:
• Step 1: clean and normalize all predictors relative to the iSPOT-D healthy control sample (N=336). 26 Outliers, defined as greater or less than 3 standard deviations away from the mean, were replaced with the largest/smallest non-outlier value. Cognition, age, sex, and symptom severity measures were transformed to z-scores relative This was cross-validated by repeating this process 300 times, each time selecting a random 80% of the sample allocated to train the model and using the remaining 20% of the data to test the model. The cross-validated regression models were evaluated independently for each treatment arm. All cross-validated accuracy statistics are the average of the performance of the predictions of the test set for the 300 rounds of cross-validation. Of the models that achieved a cross-validated accuracy of 10 percentage points above chance, the final reported models were selected to achieve the maximum cross-validated accuracy. Because cross validation will only provide an assessment of the generalizability of a model for a specific set of data and set of statistical manipulations, a single model must be developed in order to provide a single prediction for individual patients. Therefore, once the regression models and subgroups were identified in the cross validated analyses, new regression models were developed using all available data for the subgroup and treatment arm identified in the cross-validated analyses to allow for both additional calculations regarding performance (see below) and potential application in the real world.
In order to determine the proportion of participants for whom a prediction of remission or non-remission could be made with very high certainty (PPV and NPV exceeding 80%), the predicted probability of remission was obtained from the regression models developed using all available data for the subgroup and treatment arm (not cross-validated). These values range from 0 (no probability of remission) to 1 (maximum probability of remission). The participants were subset according to predicted probability of remission, incrementally by 0.01 probability of remission. NPV and PPV were calculated for each subset of participants and the largest number of participants for whom a prediction could be made with an NPV/PPV exceeding 80% was used to determine the proportion of participants for whom a prediction could be made with high certainty. This process was conducted separately for each treatment arm and for only participants in the specific subgroup identified in the cross-validated analyses.
All analyses were conducted using R 3.0.2. 29 Highly correlated predictors were identified using the caret package of R, 30 receiver operating characteristics curves were drawn using the Epi package of R, 31 and pie charts were generated using the ggplot2 package of R.
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Results Overview Figure 1 (Consort chart) shows the formation of the analyzable sample. As expected, the sample used for this analysis presented with greater depression severity, longer duration of the depressive disorder (current age minus age at first episode), lower quality of life, and more concurrent general medical conditions compared to excluded participants. (See  Tables S2 and S3 for all baseline demographic, severity, and clinical comparisons).
Overall, 157 analyzable participants completed 8 weeks on escitalopram; 175 on sertraline, and 135 on venlafaxine-XR. Remission rates at 8 weeks for these samples were 64/157 (40.8%) for escitalopram, 53/175 (30.3%) for sertraline, and 42/135 (31.1%) for venlafaxine-XR. The proportion of remitters did not significantly vary across treatment arms (χ 2 (2, N=467)=4.78, P=0.09).
Question 1
Can this test battery identify a meaningful proportion of these participants that exceeds chance prediction (defined as 50-50 likelihood of remission) by at least 10% for depressed participants who are treated for 8 weeks with escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR? We found that we could predict remission in each medication arm with a cross-validated estimate of accuracy -as well as sensitivity and specificity -that exceeded chance by 10 percentage points for nearly half of the final sample for each arm. Only when the participants in each arm were subgrouped according to performance on cognitive or emotion tests did the predictions of remission exceed 10 percentage points above chance. Table 2 shows the percentage of participants in each treatment arm for whom a prediction of remission, both likely battery to all participants in the three treatment arms, nearly 96% of participants would receive a prediction of remission/ non-remission on at least one of the three treatments. Table 3 reports the performance of each classification model for each treatment arm in specific subgroups of participants, both with and without cross-validation. Remission could be predicted with a cross-validated sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 67% for participants taking escitalopram with below-average emotion identification performance, with 69% sensitivity and 70% specificity in participants over 30 years of age taking sertraline, and with 67% sensitivity and 62% specificity in participants taking venlafaxine-XR with above average general cognitive performance. Figure 2 shows the specific regression model and participant subgroup in each treatment arm. For participants taking escitalopram with below average emotion identification performance, the regression model used switching of attention completion time, verbal interference incongruent correct reaction time, and sustained attention reaction time as the predictors. For participants who were at least 30 years old taking sertraline, the regression model used switching of attention completion time, digit span forward trials correct, and number of maze overrun errors as the predictors. For participants with above average general cognition performance the regression model used baseline QIDS-SR 16 severity as the predictor. No additional covariates were used in these regression models. Figure 3 shows the receiver operator characteristics curves for each of these models using only the subset of participants in each medication group for whom a prediction of remission could be made. The test battery model for escitalopram and sertraline performed better than models that used age and sex or depression severity, as assessed by area under the curve. The test battery model for venlafaxine-XR performed better than a model that used age and sex, as assessed by area under the curve. While it was necessary to use baseline depression severity, defined by the QIDS-SR 16 , as a predictor of remission for participants with above average cognition performance taking venlafaxine-XR, baseline QIDS-SR 16 did not predict remission in the full treatment arm for venlafaxine-XR (cross-validated sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV: 61%, 53%, 37%, and 74%) or in participants with below average general cognition performance (cross-validated sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV: 38%, 45%, 21%, and 66%).
Question 2
Can the test battery identify a meaningful proportion of participants who will or will not achieve remission with a very high certainty level at least 80%, with 8 weeks of escitalopram, sertraline or venlafaxine-XR. Table 4 reports the proportion of participants for whom predictions of remission could be made with very high certainty (PPV .80%). The predicted probability of remission was obtained for participants in the specific subgroups using the specific regression equations reported in Figure 2 . While PPV never surpassed 80% for either the sertraline or venlafaxine-XR models, a threshold was found in which PPV surpassed 80% for 22/157 (14.0%) of the participants who received escitalopram. Table 5 reports the proportion of participants for whom predictions of non-remission could be made with very high certainty (NPV .80%). The predicted probability of remission was obtained for participants in the specific subgroups using the regression equations reported in Figure 2 
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Test battery to predict remission in depressed outpatients 
Venlafaxine-XR
Logistic regression model AUC =0.67 Symptom severity model AUC =0.67 Figure 3 rOc curves comparing cognition with age and sex as well as depression severity. Notes: This figure illustrates that regression models using cognition and emotion predictors outperform those that use only age and sex (A) or depression severity (B) (baseline QiDs-sr 16 ). The rOc curves were generated using the probability of remission obtained from each regression equation. Only the patients who met criteria for the logistic regression model were used to generate the rOc curves and calculate the aUc. Abbreviations: aUc, area under the curve; QiDs-sr 16 , 16-item Quick inventory of Depressive symptomatology self-report; rOc, receiver operating characteristics; Xr, extended release.
participants who did not remit on venlafaxine-XR, with all counts including 20% false negatives.
Discussion
Overall, this baseline cognitive and emotional test battery, optimized for each medication separately and using only baseline information, was able to identify a meaningful proportion (43% of participants in the escitalopram arm, 63% of those in the sertraline arm, and 47% of those in venlafaxine-XR arm) of depressed outpatients, for whom a prediction of reaching remission or non-remission after 8 weeks could be made with a certainty at least 10% 
Notes:
The proportion of participants identified by the regression models to be highly certain to remit (PPV .80%). The number of participants reported represents the total number of participants identified by the regression model to be highly certain to remit and hence will reflect both true and false positives. Percentages of remitters identified include false positives. Abbreviations: PPV, positive predictive values; Xr, extended release. Notes: The proportion of participants identified by the regression models to be highly certain to not remit (NPV .80%). The number of participants reported represents the total number of participants identified by the regression model to be highly certain to remit and hence will reflect both true and false negatives. Percentages of nonremitters identified include false positives. Abbreviations: NPV, negative predictive values; Xr, extended release.
greater than chance. If one were to run all of the three tests developed for each treatment on all the patients, then a prediction of remission or non-remission could be made for 96% of the patients for at least one of the three medications.
The same test battery algorithm identified a meaningful proportion of participants who ultimately did not remit after 8 weeks of treatment with a very high level of certainty (at least 80%). The test battery did not identify a meaningful proportion of participants in any treatment group who did remit with at least 80% certainty. On the other hand, the PPV were between 48% and 64% (cross-validated PPV were between 46% and 61%), indicating a 17-23 percentage point improvement from the remission rate. In other words, a participant who received a prediction of remission from any of the regression models would be at least 1.5-1.9 times as likely to remit compared to what would be expected by chance. Figure 4 illustrates the proportion of participants for whom a prediction could be made as well as the relative risks of predictions to remit and predictions to not remit. Moreover, different baseline test parameters were seen to predict remission in each of the three treatment arms. This finding is consistent with the idea that the patients who remitted on each medication may not be identical, though there may be some overlap among the three groups of remitting patients.
Present results are consistent with the general notion that cognitive measures can differentiate depressed patients who respond or remit acutely from those who do not. Dunkin et al 33 found that non-responders to fluoxetine performed significantly worse than responders on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (executive function) at baseline. Alexopoulos et al 34 found among geriatric patients, non-responders to citalopram had poorer scores in the initiation/perseveration subscale of the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale and lower performance in the Stroop test than responders. Taylor et al 8 reported that non-responders to fluoxetine displayed psychomotor slowing, measured with the Stroop and fluency tests. Gorlyn et al 35 found that responders treated with various selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) outperformed non-responders across all cognitive domains, with the largest differences observed in executive function, language and working memory. Kampf-Sherf et al 36 found that responders to various SSRIs performed better on "simple" tasks and worse on "complex" tasks on a small cognitive battery that measured memory and executive functions. Gudayol-Ferré et al 17 found that response to fluoxetine was predicted by good performance in variables of attention and low performance in planning. Conversely, Herrera-Guzmán et al 37 found that bupropion responders displayed low pre-treatment measures of visual memory and low levels of mental processing speed. Taken together, these studies reveal an association between baseline cognitive function and acute treatment outcomes. However, these studies assert group differences, which do not make individual patient predictions, and are, therefore, unable to guide individual treatment selection.
This report, however, goes beyond most of the above literature in that it aims to address the challenge of making In fact, the test battery itself was initially formulated based on parameters that were presumed to differentiate depressed individuals from controls. Thus potentially "diagnostic" test elements may also identify treatment outcomes in subgroups of individuals. In addition, this report shows that different elements in the test battery identify individuals who remit or do not remit, suggesting that different patients are remitting with different treatments, despite the likely contribution of nonspecific treatment effects that are likely present in each group of participants who remitted.
This report has several strengths and limitations. The sample sizes are substantial. Data come from multiple sites suggesting generalizability. Analyses focused on the per protocol completer sample rather than on the full intent-to-treat sample to be certain that each individual participant whose outcome we wished to predict completed the treatment. This approach limits the generalizability of the findings and it may exaggerate or underestimate the value of the cognitive and emotional test battery as those who complete the full 8 weeks tend to be those who are benefitting. Additionally, the study exclusion criteria limit the generalizability. Further study will be required to determine how the test battery would actually perform in practice. However, the cross-validated analyses provide estimates of model performance on data not used to develop the model thereby providing an assessment of the generalizability of these models to new patients. Second, the doses of the medications used in the study were modest (mean final dosages: 12.3 mg for escitalopram, 63.6 mg for sertraline, and 84.9 mg for venlafaxine-XR), which may be representative of typical but not optimal patient care in diverse treatment settings. Higher medication doses might have resulted in more remitted participants which could affect the performance of the test battery. There is a clear need to replicate and extend these findings in new samples to evaluate the reliability, generalizability, and validity of these results, as noted in Williams et al. 26 In conclusion, this report suggests that, if replicated, a cognitive and emotional test battery can be clinically useful in identifying individual depressed patients who will remit or not remit beyond chance expectations. For all three medications, a meaningful number of individuals who did not remit was identified at baseline, with sufficient certainty that the clinician can decide to consider alternative treatments.
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Figure 4
Percent of the sample receiving a recommendation to remit or to not remit, and relative risks for each type of prediction. Notes: Relative risks were calculated using the remission rate for the specific patients for whom a prediction was made. a horizontal bar is drawn at a relative risk of 1 to allow for chance comparisons. Patients predicted to not remit, with a relative risk of 0.5-0.6, have one half the remission rate for the subgroup used to develop the specific regression model. Patients predicted to remit, with a relative risk of 1.5-1.9, have one and a half to two times the remission rate for the subgroup used to develop the specific regression model. Abbreviation: Xr, extended release.
individual patient predictions. In this context, the test battery was able to identify individual participants for whom recommendations could be made, outperforming chance for almost half of the participants. These findings are consistent with Etkin et al 38 who used a novel pattern classification analysis to show that predictions of remission can be attained for a single subgroup of one quarter of patients who show widespread cognitive deficits. This current report, focused on whether predictions of remission using measures of cognition can be obtained for a larger proportion of the patient population by using simpler statistical techniques that are more clinically actionable by pragmatically limiting the number of informative parameters needed to make predictions. With this method, the test battery was able to identify 32%-62% of individual participants who will not remit after 8 weeks of treatment with an actionable level of certainty (80%).
These findings are also consistent with a conceptual point raised by Kapur et al 39 and Prata et al. 40 They note that "diagnostic biomarkers themselves could be used to identify meaningful clinical sub-phenotypes" (Prata et al). • History of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or psychosis not otherwise specified (lifetime)
Trial registry
• current primary diagnosis of anorexia or bulimia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, or primary post-traumatic stress disorder • Known contraindication for escitalopram, sertraline and/or venlafaxine-Xr, or previous treatment failure at the highest recommended dose • Taking any medication that is contraindicated with escitalopram, sertraline, or venlafaxine-Xr • Taking escitalopram, sertraline, or venlafaxine-Xr in the current episode of MDD • Use of any non-protocol antidepressant drug or cNs drug (antipsychotic, anticonvulsant anxiolytic, clonidine) that cannot be washed out prior to participation • has general medical condition that contraindicates protocol antidepressant treatments or interferes with protocol measurements (such as epileptic condition for eeg recording) • substance dependence (including alcohol intake equaling 29 standard alcoholic drinks per week for males; .15 for females) in the past 6 months • history of brain injury or blow to the head that resulted in loss of consciousness for greater than 5 minutes • severe impediment to vision, hearing and/or hand movement that is likely to interfere with completion of assessments, or with comprehension of instructions or study requirements • Participation in an investigational study within 4 months prior to baseline that could affect symptoms of MDD • is pregnant or breast-feeding 
